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Introduction
The original brief was to design and build a game using Adobe Flash CS3 and Action script 2.
The game specification:
•
•
•
•

On screen instructions for the first time player.
Levels should be different in terms of game play (i.e. change of difficulty)
The game should feature some kind of scoring system and/or win/lose scenario.
It should be sensitive to the user’s needs (i.e. playable!).

Game Design Process and Documentation
My original idea was to design a game to promote a fictional forth coming re-make title and it was to
be based around an 80’s “side scrolling shooter”. It was to be web based or available to download as
a standalone game.
The game needed to have a promotional element. My idea was to have the game give the user a
promotional code after completing it. The game would also collect their email address and then link
to a website where the player could enter the code and redeem an item which could be used in the
fictional title. The email addresses would then be collated for marketing purposes.
I decided that the structure of the game was to follow the side shooter format. The player takes
control of a Space ship and shoots oncoming enemies. The player moves from left to right
controlling the direction of the ship. The enemies move from right to left controlled by the
computer.
As the game would be promotional and aimed at ages 12 +, it needed to be simple to play and as it
could be web based, relatively small in file size.
I began the design process by sketching out ideas I had. I noted down the game actors (see fig.1) and
what their action within the game would be. I then began designing how the shell of the game would
look and its function e.g. the intro screen would lead to an instruction screen before going straight
to the game itself. From there, I began developing the characters further and what I wanted the
game to do in terms of game play. Please see Appendix A for some of the initial ideas.

Fig.1 – Initial sketch for the game actors.
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Analysis & Research
The initial research was done in the side “side scrolling shooter “genre. The main game which
provided inspiration was R-Type1 as it was a classic of its genre.

Fig1. Screen shot from R-Type
I decided to play the original R-Type game and some flash web based shooter games to get
inspiration and to understand how they functioned. I noted down the main elements that each game
possessed and then started sketching down my ideas (please see appendix A).
The format for the game was to have a space ship moving and defending itself against waves of
enemies. One of the main elements of the original shooting games was the parallax scrolling, this
simulated depth on a 2D plane. It involved two or more layers moving. The layer closest to the
screen moved quicker than the layers in the background.
I decided to utilize a simple control scheme, holding true to the original shooting games, using the
arrow keys for direction and the space bar to fire lasers. This allowed the player to easily pick up the
game and start playing.
I needed to learn a substantial amount of Action script 2.0 before proceeding on the game as I had
previously only touched on the language. I mainly used the online Labs provided by the module and
also online tutorials, such as Kongregate.com 2 and flashkit.com3.
I wanted to use a traditional soundtrack for the game and I decided to use some royalty free game
music from remix64.com4. The track I choose was the title music from the Commodore 64’s
Advanced Tactical Fighter.
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Code Comprehension
The game is broken down into several different sections. As you can see from Fig. 2, there are 9
frames on the main time line and each frame loads in a movie clip which contains game specific
code.

Frames

Actionscript code to load in
the first level of the game.

Fig.2 – Time Frame
The first three frames were used to load various screens; the “intro” screen, “about” screen and
“help” screen. The next frames loaded the games levels and the win and loose screens.
As there were many “physical entities” in the game, such as a space ship, lasers, obstacle’s etc, it
made sense to use an Object-oriented programming (OOP) approach to the game. I created various
classes which related to the game, such as SpaceShip.as, Laser.as and Game.as. These were all
external to the main .fla file.
Each level of the game was encapsulated into a movie clip and imported by the Game.as file. The
game class was responsible for all the game logic and functions such as updating the screen and
checking for user input. Fig.3 Shows an excerpt from the Game.as file and shows the main update
function.

Fig.3 – Excerpt from Game.as
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Level 1
To keep true to the style of the side scrolling shooter game genre, I decided to have a wave of
enemies attack the player in the first level. They were created using an enemy class which contained
all the elements needed to generate each instance of the enemy. I then used the function
“setArray()” to populate the array. The background was created using two background classes, the
foreground and the background. The Background1 class was used for the foreground graphic and
had a faster scroll variable along the x axis which you can see in figure 4b.

Faster scroll rate along the
x axis.

Scroll rate along the x axis.
Fig.4a – Background.as

Fig.4b – Background1.as

The game used a global variable to track the score through each level. Every time an enemy was
destroyed, the score would be updated.
Level 2
One of the main programming challenges I faced was implementing the Level 2 Obstacles. This was
significantly different from the rest of the game play. I implemented an obstacle class as shown in
figure 5.

Fig.5– Code excerpt
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My eventual solution was to construct two arrays to hold the obstacles in. I included a step variable
in combination with a frame counter. This was used to stagger the drawing of the obstacles by
counting the frames and creating a space which the spaceship could fly between. Collision detection
could then be calculated on the ship when it collided with the obstacles. Figure 6 shows a screen
shot of its in game effect.

Obstacles

Fig.6– Level 2 screen shot

Level 3
Apart from a graphical change the third level was similar to the first, except the enemies now fired
back! This involved creating a new class called EnemyMissile.as. The game class now had to check
for collisions from the enemy ship missiles on the space ship. It also had to populate an enemy
missile array. Fig 7 shows the in-game effect.

Enemy missiles

Fig.7 – Level 3 screen shot
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Completed Screen
The completed screen is the promotional aspect of the game. When the player completes the game,
the completion screen is displayed. Figure 8 shows the screen.

Email entry field.

Promotional code.

Web link.

Fig.8 – Completion screen
The email entry screen is used to collect the players email address for future promotional purposes,
but the actual storing of this data is beyond the scope of this project.
The promotional code is generated via a function which generates a random number/code. This
code is then displayed on screen and the user can copy and paste it onto a web page to which there
is a link below. The code would “unlock” a special item within the full game. The website is fictional
and beyond the scope of this project.
There is also a “Fight Again” button which allows the user to reply the game.
Hero ship
The actual hero ship animation was developed in Maya. It was then rendered off in individual
frames, placed into a movie clip and used in game. This was time consuming and was done as there
was sufficient time at the end of the project to include this.

Fig.9 – Frame 1, 15 and 30 of the hero ship animation
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Testing And Results
The testing phase of the project was done by allowing 10 people to test the game and observing
their reactions and comments. One of the main comments made by the players was that the
enemies attacked the player in a vertical line, as seen in figure 10. They suggested randomized
spawning and attacking.

Non-randomized enemy
position.

NB. The graphics
displayed here were
place holders.

Fig.10 – Level 2 screen shot before randomized spawning
I decided to randomize the enemies’ position using the following code seen in figure 11.

Randomized function.

Fig.11 – Code excerpt
The result can be seen in the final screen shot, figure 12, of the finished game.

Randomized enemy
position.

Fig.12 – A complete Level 2 screen shot after randomized spawning
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Reflection
I decided to create this style of game due to its simple game play and fond memories of playing such
like games as a child.
The games win/loose scenario was implemented by either the player completing the game and
winning or being destroyed and loosing. I gave the player only one life in an attempt to keep them
re-playing the game. I decided to include a scoring system, although it is a working scoring system
there is no high score table and the player will always score the same if they complete the game. It
was more of a homage to the old 80’s side shooters.
One aspect of the game I found difficult was learning action script. Although there were many
sources available to study, there were also many diverse styles. I felt this made it quite tough to
learn, going from style one to the other. On the other hand, it did present different ways of looking
at the programming challenges.

Wave style enemy
position.

Fig.13 R-Type screen shot
I would have liked more usability available to the player, e.g. a pause button and a toggle button to
turn the sound on and off. Although not essential, these components would have made the game
more user friendly.
The enemy spawning although randomized could still be improved. Such as in the original R-Type,
enemies would attack the player in a wave formation (see fig.13). I would have liked to have used
this form of enemy attack pattern but my programming knowledge wasn’t adequate enough to
implement it in time.
In future projects with flash and action script I will be better prepared for designing a game based on
object orientated programming.
Ideally I would like to develop the game further, implementing various aspects mentioned above and
adding more levels to making this a complete game.
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Appendix A – Initial Sketches and ideas
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Appendix B – Class Diagram
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Appendix C – Game Research
Various screens from various side scrolling shooters.
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Appendix D – Game Elements
Game Screens
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Level graphics
Level1

Level 2
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Level 3
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Hero Ship
•

There are 30 frames of animation for the hero ship; here are frames 1, 15 and 30.

Enemies

Explosion
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Appendix E – Code
The Obstacle.as, Enemy.as and SpaceShip.as are included here just as reference. The full set of class
code, including the Game.as file are in the project folder.
Obstacle.as
//Obstacle class - used for the second level
class Obstacle extends MovieClip
{
//on entering the frame executes
function onEnterFrame()
{
//scroll background
_x -= 2.0;
}
//SETTERS & GETTERS
function setX(px:Number)
{
this._x = px;
}
function setY(py:Number)
{
this._y = py;
}
function getX()
{
return this._x;
}
function getY()
{
return this._y;
}
}// end class
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Enemy.as
//Enemy class - to attach to enemy graphics
class Enemy extends MovieClip {
//set up speed & direction
var dir, speed;
var alive:Boolean;

//constructor
public function Enemy()
{
trace("New enemy");
//dir 1 = right
dir=-1;
alive = true;
}//end of constructor
//give the enemies random speed
function onLoad()
{
speed = Math.random()*5 + 3;
}
//function to animate enemy
function animate()
{
//only animate if alive
if (alive==true)
{
this._x = this._x+(speed*dir);
}
}
function explode()
{
var explosion = _root.attachMovie( "Explosion" , "Explosion1"
+_root.getNextHighestDepth(),_root.getNextHighestDepth() );
explosion._x = _x;
explosion._y = _y;
this.removeMovieClip();
}
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//function to bounce alien and change direction
function bounceEnemy()
{
//change x axis direction
dir=dir*-1;
}//end bounceEnemy
//SETTERS & GETTERS
function setX(px:Number)
{
this._x = px;
}
function setY(py:Number)
{
this._y = py;
}
function getX()
{
return this._x;
}
function getY()
{
return this._y;
}
function setAlive(al:Boolean)
{
this.alive = al;
}//end setAlive
function getAlive()
{
return alive;
}//end getAlive
} //end of class
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SpaceShip.as
class SpaceShip extends MovieClip
{
//variables for the starting x and y coordinates
var startX:Number = 100;
var startY:Number = 100;
//constant to hold speed value
var speed:Number = 15;
// This is a private property called damage.
private var damage:Number;
//Constructor - runs once when the instance is created
public function SpaceShip()
{
this._x = startX;
this._y = startY;
damage = 0;
}
function explode()
{
var explosion = _root.attachMovie( "Explosion" , "Explosion1"
+_root.getNextHighestDepth(),_root.getNextHighestDepth() );
explosion._x = _x;
explosion._y = _y;
this.removeMovieClip();
}
function floatScore()
{
var fScore = _root.attachMovie( "FloatScore" , "FloatScore1", 1000);
fScore._x = _x;
fScore._y = _y;
this.removeMovieClip();
}
//Function to pass the direction to the mc

public function mov(dir:String)
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{
trace("DIR"+dir);
//move up
if(dir=="up")
{
this._y=this._y-speed;
}
//move down
if(dir=="down")
{
this._y=this._y+speed;
}
//move left
if(dir=="left")
{
this._x=this._x-speed;
}
//move right
if(dir=="right")
{
this._x=this._x+speed;
}
}
//end move function
//Getters - returns the x and y values
public function getX()
{
return this._x;
}
public function getY()
{
return this._y;
}
}
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